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Abstract

Information seeking activities, whether in databases, knowledge bases, or any kind of information system are highly interactive processes. User interfaces to information systems should enable the end user, to retrieve the data without help from an intermediary expert. Knowledge about information seeking tasks and strategies of the user, as well as the related system’s functionality are starting points to build up cases of information seeking dialogues and to adapt cases to a new information need. We use a case for two purposes: first, for controlling the interaction, that means going forward and backward in the dialogue plan or history, and second, as a means to guide the user through the information space and through the interaction with the system. In contrast to most domains of case-based reasoners, our domain is underconstrained and highly interactive. Therefore, the adaptation of cases can be done only with mixed initiative of user and system. Our approach is implemented in a prototype of a case-based dialogue manager (CADI), applied in the MERIT interface system to the CORDIS databases. Currently, we are implementing CAIRO (Case-Based Dialogues for Information Retrieval Objectives), a further interface system to CORDIS data, now focusing on case-based user guidance according to information seeking strategies.
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Introduction

Information seeking activities, whether in databases, knowledge bases, or any kind of information system are highly interactive processes. Mostly, in the beginning of the interaction the information seeker does not have a strong plan of how to find the information she is looking for. Instead, the response to each single request for data may influence the next or future actions in her search. Traditionally, this process is a human-human interaction between an information seeker and an information provider, who offers support and access to the information system. User interfaces to information systems should enable the end user, to retrieve the data without help from an intermediary expert.

Modeling information seeking processes come across typical problems in knowledge-based systems: the user’s knowledge about the system and the stored data is incomplete, it is vaguely formulated, and it is neither consistent nor persistent during a dialogue session. The best match between the user’s information needs and the system’s capabilities to find and to present information according to the user’s intention and according to the dialogue situation is often not obvious. For this reason, a top-down dialogue, starting with a global goal and solving all subgoals, is not realistic in information seeking.

Case-based Reasoning techniques are supposed to overcome those modeling problems [cf. Kolodner/ Simpson 86], if the problem solving domain, here information seeking, is adequate to a data-driven, not a goal-driven, technique. Instead of solving problems using a general task model, case-based reasoners start with a set of previous cases, and adapt a selected case to the new problem [cf. Riesbeck/ Schank 89]. The basic idea is to use positive experience, rather than solving a problem from scratch. Most important aspects in adaptive planning [cf. Alterman 86/89, Hammond 89] are the treatment of plans specific to the application and situation matching to use an old plan to interpret the current situation. Cases in our context are instantiations of dialogue plans [cf. Carberry 88], describing a sequence of dialogue steps, which are related to an information seeking task. In an interactive system, case adaptation takes place with mixed initiative of user and system. In order to develop cases to start with in our application, we extracted information needs by guided interviews with potential users.

We use a case for two purposes: first, for controlling the interaction, that means going forward and backward in the dialogue plan or history, and second, as a means to guide the user through the information space and through the interaction with the system. For guiding the user in an information seeking dialogue with an information system we need different kinds of background knowledge [cf. Tissen 93]. The partition into several knowledge sources is necessary to make the interface system portable into multiple dimensions: according to the task in the domain, according to the user, or to other
Information seeking strategies for describing user goals.

We implemented the case-based dialogue manager CADI [cf. TiBen 91; Stein/Thiel/TiBen 92] as a submodule of the MERIT\(^1\) interface system to information systems. Both were tested in the domain of the CORDIS database about research programs, projects, and project partners. This version of CADI already contained the main functionality for dialogue control, and retrieving/storing of cases in the case library. Case indexing and adaptation was mainly determined by object perspectives. The concept of object perspectives is derived from research on the focus of attention in coherent conversation or discourse [cf. McCoy/Cheng 90, see also Reichman 89] and adapted for controlling dialogues containing information seeking and information presentation actions. Perspectives are used as means to build cases from a thematically structured point of view. However, it was difficult to make the system’s behavior, suggesting a next step, transparent to the user. Modeling a case as a discourse of themes means needs to make the discourse coherent. In our domain, in which the information need of the user is vague and may often change during the interaction, thematical progression on the basis of object perspectives as the only means for case adaptation, seems to be too weak. We need additional knowledge about the user’s goals.

To overcome this problem in the new version, called CAIRO\(^2\) ("Case-Based Dialogues for Information Retrieval Objectives"), we make use of information seeking tasks for modeling the functionality of the system and we make use of information seeking strategies for describing user goals.

This way, user goals are used in the case-based dialogue manager for indexing and adapting cases.

In this paper, we start with a catalogue of information seeking tasks and strategies and a short overview on a case-based dialogue manager. Then, we describe how information seeking tasks and strategies can be mapped to dialogue structures and be used for case indexing, and how we control the interaction and guide the user through the information space. Before the paper finishes with conclusions and an outline to future work, we present the current state of the implementations of the new prototype, the CAIRO system.

### Information Seeking Tasks and Strategies

#### Information seeking tasks

The cognitive view of information retrieval as well as the demand for intelligent, interactive interfaces of retrieval systems are presented comprehensively in [cf. Ingwersen 92]. Belkin and Marchetti [cf. Belkin/Marchetti 90] examined the information seeking (IS) process and presented a cognitive task analysis, containing tasks as searching, specifying, and selecting in information sources. Although they suggest a task model, they even stress that the information seeking process is inherently interactive and that intelligent interfaces need more interaction functionality. For that reason, in the BRAQUE system [cf. Belkin/Marchetti/Cool 93] they extend their task analysis and add browsing, recognizing, and learning in information and meta information sources to the set of information seeking tasks.

#### Information seeking strategies

In order to relate IS tasks and strategies, in BRAQUE they arrange these cognitive tasks in four dimensions: the method of interaction (browsing/searching), the goal of interaction (learning/selecting), the mode of retrieval (recognition/specification), and the resource considered (information items/meta information). They term combinations of those factors as ‘information seeking strategies’, describing behavior like, e.g. “searching for items similar to some known item; ...; looking around for something interesting...; inspecting items and their content; ...”.

Belkin\(^3\) took the strategy determined by ‘searching’, ‘selecting’, and ‘specifying’ in information sources and developed a script describing the interaction process [cf. Belkin et al. 93b]. He suggested scripts of interaction behavior containing conversational roles of speaker and hearer. This approach is influenced by the research on a conversational dialogue model for information seeking done by Sitter and Stein [cf. Sitter/Stein 92]. A script contains dialogue steps related to IS functions for the user’s request, for the system’s display of the results, and a step for feedback of the user. Then, we

---

1. MERIT ("Multimedia Extensions of Retrieval Interaction Tools") has a SYBASE interface to the CORDIS data. The Cordis databases are offered by ECHO, the official host organization of the Commission of the European Community (CEC). For MERIT, we use subsets of the original databases covering about 180 programs with ca. 900 projects funded by different research programs. About 6000 organizations are involved in project consortia.

2. CAIRO (as well as CADI and MERIT) runs on SUN color workstations (SPARC stations) and is written in CommonLISP. Its knowledge bases are based on CRL, a frame representation language of Knowledge Craft [cf. KC 89]. The Cordis data were transferred into a LISP intermediate representation and then automatically converted to a netlike frame structure in CRL. For the graphical interface, CAIRO uses HyperNeWS, a NeWS-based graphics environment developed at the Turing Institute in Glasgow [cf. vanHoff 89].

took the results of the interview with potential users of our application system, and instantiated the scripts with domain knowledge to solve specific information seeking tasks. In this paper, I suggest that a script describing the interaction following a specific strategy can be mapped to parts of cases of dialogue plans, the dialogue sequences and cases can be build from a loosely ordered set of dialogue sequences.

Let me give an example of the first two dialogue sequences of a case about 'Looking for proposed projects on a known topic'. Here, the user may start with a search, specifying a list of known, relevant research programs. In a second dialogue sequence she may change to another strategy in order to browse through the projects of the specified programs. Here, she can choose between again specification, e.g. specify the relevant projects by attributes like the duration of a project, project funding, substrings in the project title, etc., or, in an interaction mode of browsing and recognition, she may select project acronyms from the display of retrieved data and ask for a display with more detailed information. This example demonstrates two important requirements for interfaces to information systems. First, they should have a flexible set for information seeking functionality according to cognitive tasks of the user. Combining the four dimensions BRAQUE distinguishes up to 16 strategies of information seeking. In CAIRO, they can be parameterized by domain specific data or perspectives and listed or aligned. Second, interface systems should be able to offer guidance through the space of IS strategies and their instantiation. Therefore, we suggest a dialogue model and choose a case-based approach for dialogue control.

**Information seeking functionality**

Now, cognitive tasks and strategies of the user have to be mapped to the functionality of the interface system to the information sources. Belkin, Marchetti, and Cool present a set of functions, influenced by the functionality of the Hyperline system [cf. Agosti/Gradileno/Marchetti 1992]. They list a set of system capabilities for displaying information, selection and storage of items, search formulation, selection of initial points from displays for browsing activities, etc. Movements on function sets are a first step to come to a process model. By the next step, the formulation of scripts [cf. Schank/Abelson 77], the process has to become interactive with mixed initiative of both, user and system.

In the new CAIRO system, we realized relevant subset of those functions. See chapter 5 for the description of the CAIRO implementations in order to realize a dialogue control in two different control modes: in the non-guided, user-controlled mode, the IS functions are called by the user directly, or in the guided control mode functions are parts of cases of dialogues and they will be suggested to the user as dialogue steps. For the second mode CAIRO needs a dialogue manager component which is able to operate on cases.

**The Case-Based Dialogue Manager**

Cases are represented as instantiations of dialogue plans, describing a typical working context in the domain, see fig.1. A dialogue plan consists of a sequence of dialogue steps, extended by a description of user inputs and system’s outputs. This explicit representation of the dialogue and various knowledge bases about dialogue, domain, and user knowledge enable the interface system for adaptation [cf. Tišen 93]. In order to develop cases for our application to start with, we extracted information needs by guided interviews with potential users. Cases in our domain about research programs and projects describe dialogues to solve typical information needs of the user like e.g. 'Looking for partners for a new project about a known topic', 'Looking for contact persons for an ongoing project', 'Overview on proposed research programs', etc.

To operate on cases, the case-based dialogue manager CADI [for more detail see Tišen 91] has functions like retrieve a dialogue plan from the case library, store the ongoing dialogue as a plan in the case library, and modify a plan to the current goals of the user. In a first dialogue phase, the
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Modes for dialogue control

In order to offer the IS functions directly at the interface, we are implementing two different modes for dialogue control: a guided, case-based mode and a user controlled, non-guided mode. In the case-based, guided mode the system guides the user through an information seeking dialogue, that means that the interaction takes place according to a previously stored successful dialogue, a case, going forward step by step in this case. We provide different instantiations of 'continue' and 'go back' operations in dialogue control and make them transparent to the user at the interface level. 'Continue' and 'go back' can be specified according to characteristic points in the dialogue plan (for continue) or in the dialogue history (for go back). During an ongoing dialogue CADI creates a history of the interaction in form a stack of dialogue states. From this history the CADI stor can generate a new case automatically. That means, that the new case is developed from (the) old case(s) and IS tasks, the user has inserted in the non-guided mode. In addition to the control of dialogue steps initiating related information seeking functions, the system controls in the guided mode the whole interface layout (pop up/ hide, positioning of windows). In the user-oriented, non-guided mode the user chooses the information seeking functions directly at the system's interface. There are pulldown menus where the user can select search, browse, display and feedback activities and controls specification of dialogue steps, e.g. choosing perspectives for a search formulation, switching between information seeking strategies, and information displays. The control of the whole interface has to be done by itself, including the control of the layout of the screen with multiple simultaneous opened windows. Switching between both interaction modes at the interface provide the feasibility to evaluate comparatively the guided dialogue control vs. a direct manipulative, user controlled interaction and to examine and improve the modeling of the dialogue and the cases.

CAIRO proposes the guided mode as the major dialogue mode. The non-guided mode will be handled as the minor mode, which should only be used if the cases are too restricted to a specific task, or if a single information seeking task should be inserted into the ongoing case. That is possible at any time during the dialogue.

Adaptation of cases

Let us reflect on user goals in information seeking processes. Examples can be formulated informally, like: I know <x> and want to know more about <y> (which implies that there is a relation between x and y!); I want to see data similar to <x>; I want to specify what kind of data I'm looking for; I want to look around, I want to look around on a specific subset; I want to learn about the database; I want to select data for later use; etc. It is obvious that they are not independent from each other and that a hierarchical classification of user goals is not possible. Therefore, we follow the approach of spaces of information seeking strategies, build up by four dimensions of information seeking behavior. We take these dimensions, to index dialogue sequences according to information seeking behavior.

If we look again to the examples of user goals given above, we can differentiate kinds of adaptation. First, as we already did in MERIT's version of CADI, the perspectives, focusing on a partition of the database, can be flexibly modified. Perspectives are organized in a hierarchical structure, so that a shift, e.g. from organizational aspects to a thematic search of projects ('Looking for projects about ...'), as well as zooming into more detail, or zooming out to an overview, can be realized easily by a single dialogue step. Now, in the
new CAIRO version of CADI, we use some more adaptations on top of that. Another type of adaptation can reflect to what the user knows and what the user wants to know by selecting adequate information seeking strategies or by replacing strategies that are suggested in a case according to the user's goals. In addition, the user modifies the suggested case during the ongoing dialogue: she can replace search terms, attributes or perspectives, skip suggested sequences of dialogue steps, mix cases to a new case, etc. The new generated case is different from any other case. In order to find this case for later use, it has to be indexed with user goals about the strategy how to find information and goals about the requested information in terms of object perspectives.

**The CAIRO System**

Implementing a new version of an interface system to CORDIS data aims at investigating the concept of a case-based dialogue manager for information seeking dialogues and to improve the CADI system. The new system focuses on the integration of information seeking tasks and strategies into the interface system. Therefore, we studied results from cognitive tasks analysis of information seeking processes, as done by Belkin, Marchetti, and Cool, and implemented most functions they proposed. We modified MERIT's interface features and designed more flexible input forms for user requests and interactive displays for the presentation of retrieved data, see an overview in fig. 2.

**The users' request for information**

*Find known data* is a special form of a search. Because the user knows the data item she can recognize it on a display, or she can specify it by a name or a unique attribute specification. Usually one data item will be found, that can directly be presented by the detailed presentation.

*Search*. If the user wants to search for data, she usually knows something about the data she is interested in, but the specification may be vague and/or incomplete. For this kind of user request we implemented a flexible input form. The input form is titled by the main concept of the search, e.g. 'searching for projects', and is restricted to a specific perspective onto the main concept, e.g. the project partners. This perspective determines two lists of search attributes which will be suggested to the user, a first one with attributes that are closely to the theme of the perspective, e.g. in the project partner perspective 'name of partner organization', and a second list with attributes to limit the dataset, e.g. the country of a partner organization, or a program, the partner should have experience with. Therefore, the input form is divided into two areas, on the left side for gathering data (internally that is translated to an 'or' combination of search terms), the other one on the right side for reducing this data (combined by 'and'). This is an attempt to hide the logical operators 'and' and 'or' at the system's interface and to simplify the reformulation of search specifications. When the user has accepted the suggested search attributes, she can formulate one or more search terms in a text field, or, she selects search terms from a list of suggestions offered by the system. Then, a query will be generated and a simple information retriever component will start a substring search in the information space. This kind of search form is flexible in that sense, that it presents a well prepared partition of the information space by the concept of perspectives. However, all suggestions can be modified by the user interactively.

*Browse*. If the user wants to browse through an information space, the information need is only vague, is hard to formulate as a search term, or the user explores the information space around a specific known data item. In this case, the goal of interaction is a kind of 'learning'. At first, the user needs a specification of the information space and then a starting point for browsing. The information space can be the complete data, or it can be restricted to a specific subset like the current retrieved data, or a subset stored previously in the
ongoing dialogue. The starting point is always a known item, that really exists in the database. The interaction can be done without input forms. Browsing is a more presentation oriented activity than other types of requests for information. The system presents information to the user and the user only selects an item to ask for more detailed information. Consequently, browsing functionality is determined by the functionality of interactive displays of an interface system. On the implementation level, browsing makes use of the semantic net of domain concepts in the domain knowledge base, which is implemented in the frame representation language CRL [cf. KC 89]. Using ‘CRL relations’, navigational steps from one data item to related data items were easy to realize. Browsing is hard to handle at the system’s interface. Each browsing step may create a new window and the screen will soon be overloaded, the well-known problem of ‘being lost in hypertext’. To avoid this, we have only one overview and one list display, one display of details for each concept. An additional display will only be generated for comparing two items of the same kind.

The presentation of retrieved information

Retrieved information can be displayed in three different kinds of interactive displays: a list display presenting all retrieved data, e.g. all retrieved projects; an overview display, with requested data and all related data presented simultaneously; a detailed display with detailed information about a single data item. Interactive displays need some specification of the interaction taken place directly on the presented items. In CAIRO, on overview and detailed displays the selection of an items means a request for detailed information. On lists we have various additional functions, so that the user can manipulate the list for later (re-)use during the following interaction. Now, let us have a closer look at each kind of display.

The list display presents all data of the concept, the user is looking for, in a list of interactive items. For example, if the user has specified a search for projects, she will get a list of project names. For the list, the system offers special functionality: to sort the list, to delete items from the list, to mark or unmark items on the list to create a subset for further operations like storing in a subset or on the history of data. The default for selecting an item with the mouse is to present the detailed display for the chosen data item. This kind of display can be easily extended to a table presentation, presenting the name of the data concept in the first column, and attributes in further columns. Using tables data items can be presented according to object perspectives which describe i.e. situation specific sets of attributes of the concept, e.g. the thematical perspective on programs contains attributes like title, general information, and subprograms, describing what the program is about. A modification of a perspective can easily be done and presented to the user. The main problem of presenting tables is the optimization of the table layout. For this reason, at the moment we present perspectives without tables and use lists of structured items instead.

The overview display presents all data sorted by the concept class they belong to. In our domain concepts are e.g. project, program, organization, person. Each retrieved data is presented by a short name which is interactive, that means that it can be selected by the user to see details. It can be used as a starting point for browsing in the information space. The overview display can be used to present a specific set of data, as the set of current retrieved data, the previous data set, the complete data set, or any other data set which can be specified by the user. If the overview is used to display the retrieved data, it can be seen as an extension of the list display, where the retrieved data of the requested concept, e.g. projects, are presented together with all the related data, the program of the project, the project partner organizations, and the contact person.

Detailed displays. For each relevant concept of the domain there is one detailed display. It can be filled automatically with information about a single data item. Some examples: for the domain concept ‘organization’ CAIRO presents name and address, and country, the projects in which the organization participates in as a partner or prime contractor. For the domain concept ‘program’ the system presents the acronym, the title, the number of projects in the program, a list of all projects that exist in the database with more detailed information, a contact person, and a description of the program and its objectives. This kind of display provides several starting points for browsing activities. Interactive display items are visualized by specific boxes so that the user can easily recognize possible starting points for browsing steps. To enable browsing through the list of retrieved data, the system offer buttons to go forward or backward directly without leaving the display. In addition to the browsing functionality, there are two new features, one to compare items and a second to read long text. To compare items CAIRO presents two detailed displays in two simultaneously visible windows.

Asking the user for feedback: Do you like it?

CAIRO offers some choices to the user to formulate her feedback, ‘I like it!’ or ‘I don’t like it!’, according to the two polarities selecting and learning of the IS dimension ‘goal of interaction’. In each polarity the user’s overall goal is quite different.

In the ‘selection mode’, during the dialogue and, in particular, at the end of the dialogue, the user wants to have a kind of a result, usually in form of a set of data items. Different modi for the presentation of the result are conceivable: directly on the screen, or as an electronic or printed document. We will support the ‘selection’ mode at the user interface by an interactive history of retrieved data, the user has selected for intermediate storing or storing as a result.

In the ‘learning mode’, we assume that the user is mainly interested, to get a feeling what kind of information is in the database, for the granularity of stored information, how to
find relevant information, etc. From my point of view, feedback of the user makes sense mainly in the selecting mode. At the moment, there is no active user support for 'learning'. Therefore, in this mode we only hide the data history to avoid a cognitive overloading during the learning process.

I like it! Let us assume that the user wants to 'select' data from the database, and that the user has answered to a system's request for feedback that 'she likes it'; 'it' means the list of – eventually manipulated – retrieved data. For this case, CAIRO places those items, which are marked for selection, on a history of selected data. Although the data history is part of a history of dialogue states [cf. Tüsen 91], it is visualized at the system's interface separately on a data stack. There, the concept name is interactive and a click means that the item will be presented in detail again. Later on, this history display should be manipulatable as well as the list display for retrieved data.

I don't like it! If the user doesn't like the retrieved data, the system provides some suggestions for modification, like a reformulation of the search formulation, skipping the current dialogue phase, switching to the 'learn mode' to inspect the database, then formulate a new query, etc.

Conclusions and Future Work

I have presented CAIRO, an interface system to CORDIS data, that is designed and developed as a dialogue system. Information seeking tasks and strategies are integrated into the dialogue model and related to sequences of dialogue steps. Using knowledge representation techniques, sequences can be arranged in a flexible way and adapted to user goals. For controlling the interaction, guiding the user through the information space, and for adaptation to user goals I suggested a case-based approach. The new implementation provides a lot of flexibility for the interface design and interaction behavior.

Most implementations for the new system are already done. Storer and retriever of the CADI system have to be adapted to new case indexes. Basic cases which describe very typical tasks in our domain can be taken from MERIT and extended with IS tasks and new indexes. Individual cases can be generated automatically by the CADI storer. It is still an open question, how to handle the interaction about user goals at the system's interface. This is a kind of meta dialogue, which is concerned with the dialogue itself and not with data or the retrieval process. In particular, this is an important issue for modeling the introduction dialogue. This is the dialogue phase, general to all dialogues, to retrieve and select a case from the case library which may help to solve the current information seeking problem.
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